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ONCE 
Version 

SAMS ONCE - Smart Armada Management Solution 
ONCE - Online Non-Stop Connected Enterprise - Web Based 

Vehicles Allocation & Service Orders 

SAMS ONCE allows the users to record their service requests to be allocated later on 
vehicles or make out service order for it and extract reports and invoices. 

Service Request SAMS 
ONCE allows the users of 
recording there service 
requests to be allocated 
later on vehicles or make 
out service order for it. 

Out Service Request 
SAMS ONCE can follow-
up out service orders and 
compare prices and the 
calculation of operating 
profit, as well as savings. 

Vehicles Allocation features SAMS ONCE the possibility of extraction of vehicle service order 
for each operation or group more than one operation in one service order. SAMS ONCE follow-up the 
renewal of vehicle licenses and insurance contracts so that no service order will issue for a vehicle if 
its licenses or insurance is ended as well as the drivers are not allowed driving if his license is 
expired. SAMS ONCE can follow-up out service orders and compare prices and the calculation of 
operating profit, as well as savings. Also SAMS ONCE follow-up drivers’ allowances, parking tickets, 
and road tickets and extract reports for comparison between expected and actual cost and for each 
driver. 

Transportation Invoices can be extract, view and print invoices for a single service order or a set 
of orders for a period broken down by currency and client separately. 

Vehicles Allocation & Service Orders are characterized by abundance of reports that serve all 
levels of management and divided into: 

Vehicle Reports: Service Request Summary, Vehicle Allocation Report, Routs KM Difference, 
Vehicle Registration Renewal, Vehicle Revenue & Expenses, Vehicle Revenue (KM Operation), Daily 
Vehicle Trips, Vehicle Insurance Renewal, Out Service Order Details, Vehicle Movement, Vehicle 
Expenses Details, Fleet Materialization Chart, Vehicles Customs Statement. 

Drivers Reports: Drivers Registration Renewal, Drivers Revenues & Expenses, Total Drivers 
Allowances, Drivers Expenses Comparison. 

Customers / Suppliers Reports: Statement of Account, Sales Report Summary, Total 
Customers Transactions. 
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